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INSIDE
Aristokraft has the style, selection and value you need to
bring your vision to life. Our team is passionate about
delivering the choices you need to turn your house into
a home. With our speedy delivery and our industryleading service, we’ll keep your project on-time and
make planning your dream home simple and enjoyable.
Whether you’re updating an existing room or creating a
brand new space, we’ll deliver quality products that will
stand the test of time.

You’ll see, it’s more than you’d expect.

ORGANIZATION
Welcome to the ultimate in organization. We’ve designed
a world of innovative, smart organization to ensure your
spaces are both beautiful and functional. You’ll find a
place for everything – from large and bulky items to small
accessories. And you’ll love our SuperCabinet,™ which
maximizes every inch of your cabinet and makes it easy to
see exactly what’s inside.
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Smart
Solutions
You can never have too
much storage in the kitchen,
so we provide thoughtful
solutions that make it easy
to find and access everything
you need.
a. DRAWER SPICE RACK
Keep spices at your
fingertips

H

B. CUTLERY TRAY
Must-have drawer
organizer
c. roll trays with lid
organizer
Easily view and access
stored items

F

d. sink base
supercabinet™
with tip-out trays
	
No more searching for
household supplies

I

e. butt doors
	
No center mullion to get
in the way
(Only selected door styles)

f. 	wall spice rack
	
Keep spices accessible
and visible
g. BASE lazy susan
Make the most of corners
h. cutlery KIT
	
Keep knives safe yet
handy
i. 	 Bread lid KIT
	
Extend freshness

G

J. 	BASE potS and panS
pullout
Easily reach pots, pans
and lids

J
Solutions •• organization
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Handsome and
Handy
Our storage solutions are
handsomely integrated into our
cabinet design, with many that
include display space to create
a pretty focal point.

D

a. Roll-out tray
divider
Store cutting boards,
baking sheets, and pizza
pans
B. pegged dish
organizer
	
Customize pegs for your
dish sizes

G

C. wastebasket
cabinet
Keep trash neatly
tucked away
E

D. B
 ASE FILLER PULLOUT
	
Vertical storage to use
every inch
E. wine glass storage
	
Save valuable cabinet
space
F. base pantry pullout
	
Make use of every nook
and cranny
G. plate rack
Makes an accessible
accent
H. Three-drawer
storage
	
Stylish storage

F

H
Solutions •• organization
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Above Average
Our ultra-functional
SuperCabinet™ is designed
with maximum organization in
mind. It makes use of every inch
of cabinet space so each bag,
bottle and box has its place.

c

a. 30-inch
Supercabinet
	
Compact and versatile
storage for smaller spaces
B. 24-inch Pantry
supercabinet
	
Maximize storage in a
slim space
C. 36-inch
Supercabinet
 rovide the most
P
versatility for the widest
variety of uses
d. 36-inch Pantry
supercabinet
	
Finally – a pantry makes
it easy to see and access
everything

A
B

D
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Organized All
Over
Think beyond the kitchen with
organization that keeps the
whole house neat. Our flexible
storage options bring ordered
calm to bathrooms, laundry
rooms, craft rooms and more.
F

A. Linen closet with
removable hamper
	
Generous space for
towels and bath items
B. Vanity PUllout
	
Ingenious solution for
bottles and jars

D

C. vanity sink base
supercabinet™
with tip-outs	
	Plenty of space for all
the odds and ends a
bathroom needs
D. Three-drawer base
	
Store makeup, hair
accessories and more
E. 	vanity chrome
rollout
	
Don’t dig – just roll out
what you need
F. 	30-inch
supercabinet
	
Lots of storage in a
compact space
G. pantry rollout kit
	
Convert a utility cabinet
into a pantry

E

G
Solutions •• organization
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BENTON Birch | Autumn
Three Drawer Base

Aristokraft® Cabinetry is a certified brand in the Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Association (KCMA) Environmental
Stewardship Program. The program recognizes companies that demonstrate an ongoing commitment to environmental
practices and sustainability.
At Aristokraft, we’re passionate about delivering the selection and value our customers need to bring their design visions to
life. And our belief that the quality of our service is as important as the quality of our cabinets makes the process a pleasure.
Product photography and illustration have been reproduced as accurately as printing technologies permit. To ensure
highest satisfaction, we strongly recommend you view an actual sample for best color wood grain and finish representation.
www.aristokraft.com
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